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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this report is to detail the major technological branches of Artificial Intelligence (AI).
By identifying these technologies’ paths of development, the readers will be able to accurately and
comprehensively learn the past, present, and future of all modern AI research fields.

1.2 Background
People often consider AI and Machine Learning (and to that extent, deep learning) to be the same.
However, this is a huge misunderstanding. The history of AI can be traced back to 1956, when the
Dartmouth workshop - “Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence” - first coined
the term “Artificial Intelligence” (AI) and formalized the research area of AI. [1]
The “Artificial Intelligence” discussed in this report mainly refers to intelligence
that can be embodied by machines (A.K.A. Machine Intelligence). In academic studies, this is the study of intelligent agents, who are capable of
perceiving their environments and taking actions to achieve the best
possible outcome(s) [1].
The long-standing goal of AI is to create Artificial General Intelligence
(AGI), which is considered to be a “strong AI”. Compared to ordinary
machines, an AGI performs much better when dealing with interdisciplinary
problems, and can handle multiple tasks at the same time. On the other hand, weak
AI (also
referred as “narrow AI”) is not capable of solving unforeseen problems, and its ability is limited to
certain domains. However, even to this day, the specific definition of AGI is still ambiguous among
AI experts and scientists. The common method used to distinguish between strong AI and weak AI
is through tests, such as the Coffee Test, the Turing Test, the Robot College Student Test, and the
Employment Test [28].
“Technology”, as discussed in this report, is an extensive concept which includes methods, algorithms, and models used in AI, and we use the term “technology” to refer to all three subjects.
Related work on Artificial Intelligence can be traced to the 1940s, when Warren McCulloch and
Walter Pitts showed that computing could be done by a network of connected neurons, and Donald
Hebb demonstrated Hebbian learning. In 1956, when the term “Artificial Intelligence” (AI) was formally coined, corresponding research started to develop quickly. AI was mostly used for problem
solving at that time. Although there was criticism during the 1960s and 1970s for the slow development speed and limited progress of the neural network, the emergence of expert systems maintained
the interest and growth of AI studies. Soon after, during the 1980s, AI academic studies stepped
into a period called “AI Winter” [1], as most studies of AI failed to deliver on their original extravagant
promises, resulting in the funding for AI research being moved to other areas. Luckily, connectionists
reinvented back-propagation and brought neural networks back onto the stage. In the 1990s, more
scientific methods such as probabilistic models started to be applied; at the same time, Support
Vector Machines (SVM) outperformed and replaced neural networks in many areas. The era of big
data came soon after in the 2000s, which helped the development of various learning algorithms
and enabled deep learning to flourish in recent years. Now, more and more groups are starting to
pay attention to AI research, and the number of papers published in elite AI conferences such as
AAAI, IJCAI, AUAI, and ECAI has increased dramatically (conferences specialized for small interest
groups are covered in section 3).
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In section 2, the methods and standards we set for research are introduced. In section 3, we will
discuss various AI technologies. For each AI technology, the current development stage is identified
and discussed in detail, with a brief overview of corresponding history or major events. We will also
analyze the bottlenecks and future of each technology from our perspective. The report does not
cover technical details, but provides a general overview, and seeks to pinpoint their interrelations
from a historical perspective. At the conclusion of this report in section 4, some implications and
limitations of AI technologies will be discussed.
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2.0 METHOD
Literature review is our primary method of research and source of information. For each technology we
cover, the most recent articles, news, and academic papers are used to help identify the current development stage. In addition, major events related to particular technologies are discussed through the research of the previous publications.
In addition to the qualitative literature review, we also have a quantitative method to help readers understand the popularity and growth of each technology. We analyze the number of researchers, journals,
publications, conferences, organizations, notable prizes awarded and corresponding funding amount.
The Google Trends tool will also be used to ascertain a general idea of public awareness of certain technologies, if applicable.

2.1 The Stages
There are various methods for classifying the development stages of technologs. Most of the existing
methods are referred as “Technology Life Cycles” and include the stage of “Decline”. However, for this
particular research report on AI technologies, we do not consider “decline” as one stage. We think that
although development of a certain technology may stop at some point, its development (in terms of scientific advancement) will not regress; reference to a technology’s “declination” is typically from a commercial perspective. Based on our reviews and analyses of various sources including [20][21][22][23],
we have identified four stages of development that an AI technology will go through: Research, Engineering, Application, and Social Impact. Detailed definitions of each stage are given, as a paradigm for future
breakdown of analysis:

• Scientific findings of some
phenomena
• Initiation of formal studies in labs
• Models or algorithms developed
• Pilot studies

• “Maturity Phase” [23]
• Raising public awareness
• Replacement of the existing
technology

• S
 erving as a “background technology”
• Substantial influence on the economy
• Impact on people’s behavior

• Experiment results
• Operating prototypes
• Patent/license

• Operational use
• Commercial production
• Small customer group (“innovators”,
“early adopters” [20])

• Increasing customer group (“Early
Majority”/“Ascent Phase” [20][23])
• Widespread adoption
• Diffusion to other fields

Note: There are actually subcategories of many technologies we covered here, and we treat them as a
whole to identify their stage of development. Once there is a sign showing the technology has passed a
certain stage, the entire technology category will progress into a new stage, even though there might still
be continuous activity in the prior stage of research, engineering, or application for that technology.
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3.0 THE TECHNOLOGIES IN AI
Based on introductory materials, including books, papers, blogs, videos, and MOOCs (Massive Open
Online Courses), we find the classic guidebook “Artificial Intelligence: A Modern Approach” written by
Stuart J. Russell and Peter Norvig [1] to be the most helpful. Hence, we have identified 23 different AI
technologies and categorized them into four domains:
• Problem Solving (Search)
• Knowledge, Reasoning, and Planning
• Learning
• Communicating, Perceiving, and Acting
Knowledge, Reasoning and Planning

Knowledge Representation & Reasoning
Logic
Planning
Probabilistic Models

Problem Solving (Search)

Bayesian Models
Markov Models

Artificial Intelligence
Communicating, Perceiving, and Acting

Association Rule Learning
Reinforcement Learning

Information Retrieval
Text Mining
Information Extraction
Machine Recognition
Speech Recognition
Computer Vision
Robotics

Regression Analysis

Natural Language
Processing

K-Nearest Neighbor

Learning

Decision Tree/Rule Learning
Support Vector Machines
Ensemble Learning
Neural Network
Cluster Analysis
Recommender System

The 23 technologies shown above are classified based on similarities in functioning mechanism, method,
and application in AI. They are not mutually exclusive. One can think of them as abilities that human beings
possess, each with their respective unique functions, working together to achieve more advanced and
complicated goals.
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3.1 Problem Solving (Search)
The history of search algorithms originates from the gestation of AI in the 1950s, when it was focused on
problem-solving. The term “search”, in AI, refers to the search algorithms that power computers/intelligent
agents, allowing them to solve various problems in a human-like manner. Search algorithms can generally be divided into two types: uninformed and informed. The informed Heuristic search is quite popular for its ability to quickly find solutions given some guidance. One of the most popular search algorithms,
A* search - which can be defined as a (greedy) best-first search - falls into this category. Other heuristic
(informed) search algorithms include Recursive Best-first Search (RBFS), Simplified Memory-bounded
A* (SMA*), Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS), and Beam Search. Uninformed search algorithms include
Breadth-first Search, Depth-first Search, Depth-limited Search, Bidirectional Search, and Iterative Deepening. A special category of heuristic search algorithms are local search algorithms, which are particularly efficient for Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) [26]. Popular local search algorithms include
Hill Climbing, Simulated Annealing, Local Beam Search, and Genetic Algorithms (variants of stochastic
beam search).

Single-agent Search

Informed (Heuristic)

Uninformed

Best-first (A* search)

Local Search
(for solving CSP)

Breadth-first

RBFS

Hill climbing

Depth-first

SMA*

Simulated annealing

Depth-limited

MCTS

Local beam search

Bidirectional

Beam

Genetic algorithms

Iterative deepening

With regard to the Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) whose solutions must meet a set of constraints,
they are commonly seen in the field of Artificial Intelligence and operations research. Local search algorithms can be used to solve those problems, and local search using the min-conflicts heuristic has been
proven successful. Other relevant techniques include backtracking search (a type of depth-first search)
and tree decomposition techniques.
In addition to single-agent searches with no opponent for traditional optimization problems, there are also
search algorithms specifically focused on “planning against a different party” (for example, in competitive
games)” which are called adversarial search algorithms. Classic algorithms used in adversarial search
problems are Minimax and Alpha-beta Pruning.
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Major Events:
Year

Details

1959

General Purpose Problem Solver (GPS) [3] was created by Herbert et al. (intended
to work as a universal problem solver machine)

1975

“Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems” by John Holland pop-ularized genetic
algorithms [50]

1976

Beam Search algorithm was used in speech recognition area [31]

1997

"Deep Blue", an IBM supercomputer powered by alpha-beta search, defeated world
chess champion Garry Kasparov in a six-game match

2016

“AlphaGo”, a computer program developed by Google’s DeepMind and powered
by Monte Carlo Tree Search, defeated Lee Se-dol, one of the world’s best Go players,
in a five-game match.

Current Stage: Current development of the search algorithms for problem solving are classified in the
application stage, as adversarial search techniques have been widely used in the area of games for a
long time
Bottleneck: Although there exist applications of different search algorithms, there are no explicit direct
commercialization solutions for search algorithm technology yet.
Future: With the development of deep learning, integration with search algorithms shows a promising
future (e.g. MCTS with deep reinforcement learning). Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN),
which incorporate some elements of adversarial search, have gained popularity. We can expect more
intelligent agents in different application fields in the future.
Conferences:
• The Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)
• International Conference on Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming (CP)
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3.2 Knowledge, Reasoning, and Planning
This is the category of technologies that can help machines build a knowledge base, as well as allowing
them to reason and plan like humans. Technologies discussed here include Logic, Planning, Knowledge
Representation (Expert Systems), and Probabilistic Models.

3.2.1 Logic
Logic in AI is used for understanding problems in intelligent reasoning. It can provide techniques to analyze programming languages and be used as a tool for analysis, representing knowledge or programming.
The common branches of logic in use are Propositional Logic and more predicate logic such as First-order Logic (FOL).
Major Events:
Year

Detail

3rd century BC

Chrysippus, a Greek philosopher, developed Propositional Logic into a formal branch
of logic, building on ideas of earlier philosophers.

1100s

Peter Abelard reinvented Propositional Logic using symbolic logic

1960s

John McCarthy advocated logical AI, bringing logic into the field of AI [5]

1972

The first Programming in Logic (Prolog) system was developed by Colmerauer with
Philippe Roussel

2003

Markov Logic was developed by Pedro Domingos and Matt Rich-ardson in the way
of incorporating Markov Network and First-order Logic

Current Stage: Currently, the development stage of logic is classified as social impact, because it has
substantial influence not only in human minds but also in machines. When searching the term “logic” on
Google Trends, we can see that it has maintained a high level of interest compared to the term “artificial
intelligence”, and the data collected from Google Scholar has shown similar results. This is no surprise,
considering logic as a subject emerged long before the advent of AI. Humans use logic to solve a multitude of problems in their daily life (including programming), and machines use logic to understand and
execute orders.
Bottleneck: The bottleneck logic faces is not about its application to AI, but rather about its internal limitations, such as the correctness of a given hypothesis for logical reasoning.
Future: It may not be easy to overcome the inherent limitations of logic itself, but the applications of logic in the area of AI may be extended. For instance, the integration of logic and robotics may bring an
“Aristotle” into our homes as a good friend and guide.
Conferences:
• Symposium on Logic in Computer Science (LICS)
• International Conferences on Logic for Programming (LPAR)
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3.2.2 Planning
When referring to “Planning” in AI, one is usually speaking of the automated planning and scheduling of
tasks/actions by intelligent agents, targeting the optimization of resources. Common methods of planning
include Classical Planning, Hierarchical Task Network (HTN), and Logistics Planning.
Major Events:
Year

Detail

1971

STRIPS (an automated planner) was developed by Richard & Nils. It is considered
the first major planning system [6]

1975

Partial-order Planning was developed in the NOAH system by Earl Sacerdoti

1991

Dynamic Analysis and Replanning Tool (DART) scheduling application for transportation was deployed by Cross & Walker [51]

2000

NASA’s Remote Agent Planning program was developed to schedule operations for
spacecraft [52]

2004

MAPGEN [53] planned daily operations for NASA’s Mars Exploration Rovers

2007

MEXAR2 [54] did both logistic and scientific planning for the Europe-an Space Agency’s (ESA) Mars Express mission

Current Stage: The technology of planning has seen a number of developments and has received much
public awareness. It is mature, and similar to the emergence and development of logic, we believe that
the development of planning is currently in the stage of social impact, as it is omnipresent in society and
has affected operation of society significantly.
Bottleneck: Uncertainty, the enemy of planning by nature, remains an issue which may destroy the whole
process designed by planning.
Future: The area of intelligent risk management may be the future direction for the development of planning, and the applications in the area of medical science and robotics can also be anticipated.
Conference: International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling (ICAPS)
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3.2.3 Knowledge Representation & Reasoning
Knowledge Representation (KR) is the study of how to represent facts of the world, and it is also referred
to as Ontological Engineering. An early successful application of KR and reasoning are Expert Systems,
which are knowledge bases with inference engines. The development of ontology and Semantic Webs/
Networks will also be covered in this section.
Major Events:
Details

Year
1959

General Problem Solver (GPS) system was developed [3]

late 1950s,
early 1960s

Semantic nets for machine translation were designed by Margaret Masterman et al.
[55]

1968

DENDRAL (the first expert system) was developed by Buchanan & Feigenbaum [56]

1983

Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) integrated Frames and Rules.

1983

KRYPTON was developed [57]

1984

MYCIN was developed [11]

1984

Cyc, a project to build a knowledge base of common-sense rea-soning, was initiated. [58]

1985

KL-ONE (the first DL-based knowledge representation system, al-so referred as an
Ontology) was developed [10]

1985

Knowledge Representation hypothesis was formalized by Brian C. Smith [59]

1986

EXCABL was developed and used for solving the NASA Space Shuttle orbiter’s
payload integration problems.[7]

1989

Inspector (an expert system used to detect fraud and monitor for-eign exchange
market) was built [8]

1997

First public draft of RDF

1998

First version of XML, DOM

2004

OWL/description logic was published [60]

2006

Watson, a Q&A computer system was introduced by IBM, and de-feated a Jeopardy!
champion in 2011

Current Stage: The foundations of KR were first explored starting in 1959, when the GPS system was
invented. Since then, KR has seen much development. Due to the large amount of work on research and
engineering conducted in the past several decades, KR has reached the stage of application ever since
the Expert System was commercialized. However, in the fields of ontology, description logic, and semantic networks, KR is still at the engineering stage as the technologies are mostly prototypes and served
as open source projects at various educational institutes. When using Google Trends to search the keywords “Knowledge Representation” and “Expert System”, there existed a large gap of interest between
Expert System and KR from 2004 to 2006, and the study of KR is relatively stable compared with the study
of its application - expert system.
Bottleneck:
•

•
•

 he study of KR and reasoning is highly data dependent. On one hand, using only a small amount of
T
data is not enough to power an expert system; on the other hand, with a large increase in data/knowledge size, the complexity will also proportionally increase.
There are limited applications for the study of ontology.
The ability of an expert system is limited by its knowledge base.
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Future:
•
•

 ore integrations of KR technologies into various domains for more applications can be anticipated.
M
A “World Wide Brain” that can know, connect and infer various knowledge, instead of a single domain,
should be the future of “expert systems”.

Conferences:
•
•
•
•

International Conference on Principles of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR)
Conference on Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI)
International Conference on Database and Expert Systems Applications (DEXA)
International Conference on Formal Ontology in Information Systems (FOIS)

3.2.4 Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic models are mathematical models used in order to describe uncertain probabilistic relations
among different variables. Previous sections (3.2.1~3.2.3) mainly talk about the reasoning for certain
knowledge, while probabilistic models are primarily used for uncertain knowledge inference and deductions based on probability theories. Expectation Maximization (EM), Kalman Filters (1960, Rudolf Kalman),
Particle Filtering (since 1969), and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are all probabilistic models used for
AI. In this section, the two most popular families, Bayesian Models and Markov Models are discussed.
3.2.4.1 Bayesian Models
Bayesian models are based on the Bayes theorem which is

Classic models include Naive Bayes, Bayesian Networks, and Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs).
They are mainly used for finding the probability of an event based on given conditions.
Major Events:
Year

Detail

1763

Bayes’ Theorem was developed by Thomas Bayes

1774

Bayes’ mechanism was rediscovered and published by Pierre-Simon Laplace

1941

Alan Turing used Bayesian system to decrypt the German codes for Enigma messages during World War II

1959

First practical textbook regarding Bayesian methods (“Probability and Statistics for
Business Decisions”) was published [61]

1960s

Bayesian probability reasoning was used in AI for medical diagnosis

1985

The term “Bayesian Networks” was coined by Judea Pearl [62]

1988

A framework was presented by E.T.Jaynes to model mental pro-cesses of plausible
reasoning [49]

1989

The concept of a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) was first used in AI by Dean &
Kanazawa

early 1990s
2008

DBNs were developed by Paul Dagum
Bayes’ Theorem was used to predict winners in 49 states of the 2008 U.S. presidential
race by Nate Silver

Current stage: The development of Bayesian Models started with the appearance of Bayes’ Theorem in
1763. After nearly two hundred years of research and experimentation, Bayesian Models reached the
application stage after 1941, when Bayes’ Theorem was used to decrypt ciphers in World War II. Nowadays, Bayesian Models are widely used in various applications such as spam filtering (Naive Bayes),
insurance loss forecasting and customer behaviour inferring. There is also some current research on
applying Bayesian Models to HIV prediction studies [29].
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Bottleneck:
• Bayesian Models do not work well if the hypothesis is too complicated. As the current status depends
on all the previous status, the prior may include a large number of variables which requires lots of
memory for computing.
• Misleading results will be generated if the variables are highly correlated when using the Naive Bayes
model.
• As a known condition, the prior hypothesis plays an important role in achieving the final result.
However, determining a prior is sometimes difficult and time-consuming.
Future: The computational cost can be reduced, if a solution to get a more unbiased and reasonable
prior being used for model calculation can be found. Meanwhile, Bayesian Model will be more trustful in
estimation and prediction in various areas.
Conferences/Organizations:
• Seminar on Bayesian Inference in Econometrics and Statistics (SBIES)
• The Bayesian nonparametrics conference (BNP)
• Bayesian, Fiducial, and Frequentist Conference (BFF)
• International Society for Bayesian Analysis (ISBA)

3.2.4.2 Markov Models
“Markov Models” refer to models based on the Markov property, which assumes future states of a given
process depend only on the current state. Depending on whether the system state is fully observable or not,
and whether the system is autonomous or controlled, there are four common models which fall into this
category: Markov Chain, Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Markov Decision Process (MDP), and Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). Two other popular models, the Markov Random Field (MRF)
and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), are also frequently used for approximating and forecasting.
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Major Events
Year

Details

1906

Markov Chain was introduced by Andrey Andreyevich Markov [63]

1950s

MDPs were known at least as early as the 1950s (Bellman, 1957)

1960

HMM was first described by Ruslan L. Stratonovich [64]

1966

HMM theory was developed by Baum et al. [65]

1970s

HMM was used for speech recognition (the first applica-tion of HMM) by Jim Baker
[66]

1980s

HMMs began to be applied to analyses of biological se-quences (DNA)

1984

“Stochastic Relaxation, Gibbs Distributions, and the Bayesian Restoration of Images”
(Stuart Geman & Donald Geman) introduced Markov Random Field (MRF), Gibbs
Sam-pling, and Maximum a Posteriori estimate (MAP estimate) [67]

1989

HMM was used in biological sequence analysis by Gary A. Churchill; since then it
has become off-the-shelf technolo-gy in this area

1991

Partially Observed Markov Decision Process (POMDP) was surveyed by Lovejoy

1999

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) was applied to traffic surveillance

late 1990s
2001

The PageRank algorithm, based on Markov Chain theory, was developed
MDP was used by Bohnenberger and Jameson for a rec-ommendation system in an
airport [68]

Current Stage: Since the introduction of Markov Chain in 1906, Markov Models have been studied for
several decades and entered the application stage in the early 1970s, when HMM was used in the speech
recognition area. These models are all widely applied to different areas of AI, such as prediction of typed
words (Markov Chain), speech recognition (HMM), and reinforcement learning (MDP, POMDP).
Bottleneck:
• Before applying the Markov Model, one needs to be sure it satisfies the “memory-less” property.
• It can be slow for a Markov Chain to converge to the stationary distribution.
• The relationship between hidden states is not very obvious and clear.
• Using the model might enter an endless loop due to the direction between states.
Future: In the near future, the convergence rate can be improved by new models/algorithms. There might
be certain ways to help identify the dependency, and transition probability clearly and accurately between
states. Thus, the Markov Model can be applied to more fields and industries with a larger group of target
customers.
Conference: International Conference on Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte Carlo Methods in Scientific
Computing (MCQMC)
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3.3 Learning
“Learning” represents the technology of machine learning, sometimes also referred as pattern recognition,
data mining or knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). In this section, supervised learning technologies
such as Decision Tree/Rule Learning, Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN),
Ensemble Learning, Regression Analysis, and Neural Networks are covered. Note that Bayesian
Classifiers is also a supervised learning method, but omitted here as it has been discussed in the previous
section. Deep Learning will be mentioned in the section of Neural Network. Cluster Analysis will be covered
as a typical unsupervised learning technique, and the other unsupervised learning techniques will be
mentioned if not talked in details. Besides, Reinforcement Learning, Association Rule Learning, and
Recommender Systems will also be identified in this section. COLT, ICML, ICLR, and SIGKDD are top
conferences specialized in this area.

3.3.1 Decision Tree/Rule Learning
Decision Tree/Rule Learning is a tool using tree-like diagrams to simulate the decisions and corresponding
outcomes in order to support decision-making. Real-world applications include business management,
customer relationship management, and fraudulent detection. The most popular decision tree algorithms
include ID3, CHAID, CART, QUEST, and C4.5.
Major Events:
Year

Detail

1949

Information Theory was introduced by Claude Shannon as one of the bases for decision tree learning

1963

First regression tree developed by Morgan & Sonquist

1980

CHAID algorithm developed by Gordon V. Kass

1983

CART (Classification and Regression Trees) developed by Leo Breiman et al.

1986

ID3 algorithm developed by Quinlan

1993

C4.5 algorithm developed by Quinlan

1997

QUEST developed by Loh & Shih

Current Stage: Among the various decision tree learning algorithms, C4.5 remains the one with the highest
level of interest and the greatest number of articles (according to Google Trends and Google Scholar), thus
can be treated as the most popular algorithm used for single decision tree learning. In the past decades,
decision trees have already been applied in different industries for management and supporting decision-making. Fraud detection and fault diagnosis are also areas that a decision tree can help with [32]. Hence, it is
classified into the application stage.
Bottleneck:
• The problem of overfitting or underfitting in certain conditions limit the application of decision trees.
• As the tree size grows, the tree can be incomprehensible.
Future:
• The current development trend of decision tree is more about its reliability of results and adaptability of
algorithms. Accordingly, more extensions or integrations such as ensemble learning or a “modern expert
system” incorporated ontology can be anticipated.
• With the development of deep learning, the selection of features which affects decision tree’s performance may be improved substantially.
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3.3.2 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a binary classification model which intends to find the line or hyperplane
with the maximum-margin to separate data, and it can be used for both classification and regression
works. Applications of SVM include handwritten digit recognition, object recognition, forecasting financial
time-series, and protein classification.
History
Stages

Research

Engineering

Application

Years

Details

1950

“Theory of Reproducing Kernels” was published [69] which described a core idea of the SVM

1963

Generalized Portrait algorithm developed by Vapnik and Lerner
lays the foundation for SVM

1992

SVM was officially introduced at the COLT conference by Boser,
Guyon, and Vapnik

1995

Soft margin classifier was introduced by Cortes and Vapnik;
SVM started to be used for regression

1999

SVM was used for spam classification test (Harris Drucker et al.)

2000

SVM was used to forecast financial time series by Francis and
Lijuan, performance was compared with neural network

2005

Kernel functions used for protein fold and remote homology detection was introduced by Huzefa and George

Current Stage: The research of SVM has been initiated about half a century ago. It is classified in the
application stage, as quite a number of SVM applications exists out there already, and there are already
“early adopters” which have started to use SVM for commercial application.
Bottleneck:
• SVM can only deal with two classes (binary classification) and can be hard to interpret
• SVM is sensitive to noise and the choice of kernel function parameters makes a lot of difference.
• High algorithmic complexity and extensive memory requirement make the training time slow.
Future: The algorithm may be simplified and more studies of Kernel functions can enable huge potential
of SVM.
3.3.3 K-Nearest Neighbor
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is a non-parametric supervised classification model. It is used for assigning
labels by calculating the distance (mainly Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance) from the k training samples to the query point, individually for each point. It is widely applied to collaborative filtering recommender systems.
Major Events
Year

Events

1951

The nearest neighbor rule was posited by Fix and Hodges [70]

1962

KNN was called “proximity algorithm” by Sebestyen

1965

KNN was called “minimum distance classifier” by Nilsson

1967

KNN was formally introduced by Cover and Hart in the paper “Nearest neighbor
pattern classification” [71]

1986

Value Distance Metric (VDM) was adopted through the work of Stanfill and Waltz [41]

1997

KNN was used for developing MovieLens and Fab Recommender System [42]

2001

Weighted Adjusted K Nearest Neighbor (WAKNN) by Han et al. [72]

2002

Text Categorization using Feature Projections (TCFP) [73] reduced time of processing KNN
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Current Stage: The K-Nearest Neighbor method was discovered about five decades ago, and has a long
history of development. It is now mainly used for text mining and forecasting problems [9], and is applied
in many areas, such as agriculture, finance and the medical industry. Therefore, it is classified as in the
application stage.
Bottleneck:
• The choice of “k” is still a factor that is not easy to control for good performance.
• Themodel may not work well in high-dimensional space, and scales badly with data size.
• The computation is heavy and relies on high memory usage.
• Its sensitivity to irrelevant features may lead to an inaccurate result.
• Determining the distance calculation method can be hard.
Future:
• More research and experiments on using deep learning techniques to learn useful representations for
K-NN may be conducted. To make it applicable to more problems, solutions to overcome the ceiling
of the tree’s representation ability could be a future direction of the study.

3.3.4 Ensemble Learning
Ensemble Learning is the technique of using multiple compatible learning algorithms/models for a single
task, to find a better performance of prediction. The major methods can mostly be categorized into
Stacking, Boosting or Bagging (bootstrap aggregating). Popular methods include Random Forest,
Gradient Boosting, AdaBoost, Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) and XGBoost.
Major Events:
Year

Details

1979

The idea of the ensemble system was proposed by Dasarathy

1990

Hansen demonstrated the variance reduction property of ensem-ble system that can
improve the performance of a neural network

1990

Boosting was developed by Schapire

1992

Stacking (Stacked Generalization) was introduced by David Wolpert

1995

Random decision forests was proposed by Ho

1996

Bagging predictors was developed by Breiman

1996

AdaBoost was developed by Freund and Schapire

2014

XGBoost was developed by Tianqi Chen

Current Stage: It is classified into the application stage, as many specific applications in the area of AI,
such as recommender systems, have already integrated Ensemble Learning into their existing production
algorithms when it was just in the “early majority” phase, without social effects. Ensemble Learning has a
relatively low level of interest not only among the general public, but also in academia, as can be seen
through the search results of both IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) and GoogleTrends.
Bottleneck: It is obvious that integrating multiple algorithms is time-consuming and costly.
Future:
• There may be more classifiers to be integrated and used as Ensemble Learning method.
• The application areas are mostly decided by the characteristics of the ensemble methods; with the
development of more integrated algorithms, more areas of applications can be anticipated.
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3.3.5 Regression Analysis
Regression Analysis is a statistical process to estimate the relationship among variables (how dependent
variables change when one independent variable changes, with other variables fixed), and it is widely
used for prediction and forecasting. There are different kinds of Regression Analysis models, among which
Linear Regression and Logistic Regression are the most popular ones. Other models include Multi-variable
Regression, Poisson Regression, Stepwise Regression, Ridge Regression, Lasso Regression, and
Polynomial Regression, etc. Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is one popular method which originates
from regression analysis in order to control complexity.
Major Events:
Year

Details

1805

Earliest form of regression - “method of least squares” - was introduced by A.M.Legendre

1821

Gauss-Markov theorem was raised by C.F. Gauss

1885

The term “regression” was coined by Francis Galton for de-scribing a biological
phenomenon

1958

Logistic Regression was developed by David Cox

1961/1962

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) model was used for asset pricing as a regression
application, introduced by Jack Treynor [43]

Current Stage: The history of regression analysis can be traced back to the early 19th century, when the
least-squares method was invented. Regression Analysis is considered to have reached the social impact
stage currently, since the CAPM financial model - based on Regression Analysis - is frequently used in
financial institutions for risk and return analysis of capital assets. In addition, many companies use Regression Analysis to explain phenomena they cannot understand (e.g. customer behaviour), make predictions (e.g. sales), or to help make decisions.
Bottleneck:
• It is hard to find all the variables that will influence the dependent variables. If some factors are omitted
in the first place, or too many outliers exist, the whole analysis process may lead to a biased and unreasonable result.
• Choosing a proper/fit regression model for some problems is not easy.
• The process of keeping other variables fixed while changing only one variable each time may be difficult.
Future: There might be a simpler way to select a best-fit model that can apply to every single case. In
the near future, regression models will be applied in more areas and industries, serving as a background
technical model. They will become more popular with the public.
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3.3.6 Neural Network
(Artificial) Neural Networks is a supervised machine learning model that originated in the 1950s, when the
idea of a “perceptron” was first conceived. Researchers in this area are usually called “Connectionists”,
because the models simulate functions of the human brain. Neural Network models are usually trained
by a back-propagation algorithm applying gradient descent. The two main types of Neural Network are
Feedforward Neural Networks, which includes Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) which cover Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM), Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), etc.
Deep learning is primarily applied to neural network techniques to achieve better performance. Although
neural networks are commonly used for supersized learning, there are some variations designed for
unsupervised learning, such as Autoencoder and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [24].

Convolutional NN
(CNN)

Feedforward NN

Long-Short
Term Memory
(LSTM)

Gated recurrent
units (GRU)

Recurrent NN (RNN)

For Supervised Learning

Autoencoder

Generative
adversarial
networks (GAN)

For Unsupervised
Learning

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
Current Stage: We consider Neural Networks to have entered the application stage recently in the 2000s,
as major technology giants like Google, Apple, and Amazon have used it extensively in services such as
image and speech recognition. The keywords “Neural Network”, when entered into Google Trends, show
a surge of interest level regarding this technology since 2012, when Neural Networks began its transition
from the engineering stage to the application stage.
Bottleneck:
•
•
•

The application areas for Neural Networks are relatively limited..
The mechanism of Neural Networks work like a “black box”; it is difficult to determine what learning it has
done, and neural networks have often been criticized for being difficult to interpret.
The computing power and amount of data are always key factors that will affect the performance of
Neural Networks. Although thanks to deep learning in the era of big data, today’s Neural Networks are
already very good, the cost of training is still high.

Future:
•

•

 ith the continuous development of computing power and big data, the speed and accuracy of deep
W
neural networks could be improved to an ideal level, similar to that human beings. Hence, highly intelligent robots powered by Neural Networks can be anticipated in the future.
Many conferences and organizations have been formed to specifically focus on the research of Neural
Networks. The technology has a bright future, worthy of all the time and resources invested.

Conferences:
•
•

Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS)
International Joint Conference on Neural Networks (IJCNN)
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History:
Stages

Research

Engineering

Years

Details

1943

The first model of a neuron (a.k.a. Threshold Logic Unit - TLU)
was proposed by Warren McCulloch & Walter Pitts

Late 1940s

Hebbian Learning was introduced by Donald O. Hebb

1957/1958

The “Perceptron” was proposed by Frank Rosenblatt

1959

“ADALINE” (an early form of stochastic gradient descent) was
proposed by Bernard Widrow and Marcian Hoff

1969

Perceptrons were criticized by Marvin Minsky & Seymour Papert
in their book, “Perceptrons”

1974

Back-propagation was invented by Paul Werbos

1980

The “neocognitron” was proposed by Kunihiko Fukushima

1982

Back-propagation was rediscovered by Rumelhart, Hinton et al

1987

Autoencoder was proposed as a method for unsu-pervised learning in “Modular learning in neural networks” [33]

1983/1986

Boltzmann machines were developed by Hinton and Sejnowski

1993

RNN was developed by Jürgen Schmidhuber

1995

Neural networks were used for fraud detection (Sohl et al.) [12]

1997

LSTM was proposed by Sepp Hochreiter and Jürgen Schmidhuber

1998

CNN was used for handwriting recognition (Yann Lecun)

2003

“A neural probabilistic language model” by Bengio integrated
Neural Networks into a language model for the firs time, which
inspired the area of NLP (Natural Language Processing) [74]

2006

Deep Belief Network (Hinton) [13] [14] {Era of Deep Learning}

2009

A Deep Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM) won several handwriting recognition competitions

2010

Convolutional Deep Belief Network (CDBN) was proposed by
Jürgen Schmidhuber

2011

Max-Pooling CDBN was proposed

2012

Google Brain Project on 16k cores CPU for deep learning experiments

2012

AlexNet won the ImageNet competition

2014

GRU was introduced by Yoshua Bengio et al.

2014

GAN was introduced by Ian Goodfellow et al. - leading to unsupervised learning
LSTM was widely used by tech giants such as Google, Apple,
Amazon etc. mainly for NLP tasks

Application

2010s

CNN started to be used for style transfer and applied to real-world
applications such as Prisma
Neural network based face/object recognition started to be used
by Google and Facebook in their applications such as Google
Photos
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1940s–1980s

1990s–2010s

2010s–present

RESEARCH

ENGINEERING

• First model of a neuron was

• RNN was developed

APPLICATION
• Companies like Google,

• LSTM was proposed

Apple, Amazon,etc. started

• CNN was applied to speech

to use LSTM for their NLP

introduced
• Perceptron was proposed
• Back-propagation was invented

recognition

applications, and CNN for

• Era of Deep Learning

their CV applications

TIMELINE FOR NEURAL NETWORK
3.3.7 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning is a trial and error method which intends to make software agents behave in a
certain way to maximize reward. The Dynamic Programming technique is mainly used in a Markov Decision Process environment for Reinforcement Learning. Popular methods include Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP), Temporal-Difference (TD) Learning, State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA) algorithms, Q-Learning, and Deep Reinforcement Learning (DQN); some applications include playing chess,
robot controlling and job scheduling, etc.
History
Stages

Research

Years

Details

1953

Bellman condition was raised by Richard Bellman as one of the
basics for Reinforcement Learning

Late 1950s

The term “optimal control” came into use

1956/1957

Bellman introduced the concept of Dynamic Pro-gramming and
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs)

1960s

“Reinforcement” and “Reinforcement Learning” were used in engineering literature for the first time

1963

Engineering

Application

The STeLLA system (which learned by trial and error in interaction
with its environment) was developed by Andreae;
MENACE (a trial-and-error learning system) was described by
Donald Michie

1975

John Holland outlined a general theory of adaptive systems based
on selectional principles

1977

Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP) was raised by Werbos

1988

Temporal-Difference Learning was first used by R.S.Sutton (TD
algorithm introduced)

1989

Q-learning was first introduced by Chris Watkins

1992

Integration of Reinforcement Learning and Neural Networks by
Tesauro et al. through TD-Gammon

1994

SARSA was introduced by Rummery & Niranjan

1996

Neuro-Dynamic Programming was developed by Bertsekas

1999

Monte Carlo POMDPs was introduced by Sebastian Thrun

2010

Reinforcement Learning techniques (MDP and Dynamic Programming) were developed for pricing options [15]

2013

Deep Q-network (DQN) was introduced by Mnih et al.

2014

Policy Gradient Learning was introduced by David Silver

2016

AlphaGo (Silver et al.) was introduced as one successful application of Deep Reinforcement Learning

2016

Reinforcement learning driven robots started to be widely used
such as Fanuc’s arm [16]

2017

AlphaGo Zero was published which does not need use data from
human games while stronger than any previous version, followed
by a generalized version named AlphaZero
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ENGINEERING
ADP, TD, and SARSA
algorithms were proposed;
• DQN was introduced
•

1953–1960s

1960s–2010s

NOW

2010s

RESEARCH

APPLICATION

Bellman condition was
raised;
• Dynamic programming and
MDP were introduced

•

•

AlphaGo was developed
Reinforcement learning driven
robots started to be widely used;
• AlphaGo Zero and Alpha Zero
was developed
•

Current Stage: Reinforcement Learning does not have a long history of development. The basics of reinforcement learning were raised just a little over 50 years ago. Judging from interest over time using Google
Trends, the interest level of reinforcement learning went down for a while, but has recently risen back to a
high level, thanks to the development of Deep Learning and the emergence of applications such as AlphaGo. Therefore, it is considered to be in the application stage after going through a few decades of lab research and engineering processes. Furthermore, many robotic companies have started to use Reinforcement
Learning to train robots for commercial purposes.

Bottleneck:
• The training is mostly conducted in a virtual environment which has it own set of rules; reality could be
different
• The training is slow and usually needs a large number of samples as the foundation
• Commercial application of reinforcement learning is still limited and unclear, similar to the early stages
of Neural Network models.
Future:
• Improvements on “one shot learning”/ “meta learning” which requires less data, or “off policy learning”
which can learn independently of the agent’s actions, can both be anticipated.
• Combination with other intelligent methods like Deep Learning and more intelligent integration into
different applications such as games, driving, and robots could lead to a bright future.
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3.3.8 Cluster Analysis
Cluster Analysis (CA) is a typical unsupervised learning approach, which is to group objects based on
their characteristics. K-Means is the most widely used clustering method, and other methods include
k-Medoids, Hierarchical Clustering, and DBSCAN. Besides the traditional clustering analysis, there are
some other unsupervised learning methods include Expectation Maximization (EM) and Dimensionality
Reduction. Principal Components Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminant Analysis, and Isomap are all popular methods to do dimensionality reduction. In addition, neural networks can also be used for unsupervised
learning, which traditionally uses the techniques called self-organizing map (SOM) and adaptive resonance
theory (ART). The more recent development include Autoencoder and Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN). Unsupervised learning methods are typically used for anomaly and failure detection, and recently widely used for recommender systems.
Major Events
Year

Details

1957

K-means algorithm (Lloyd’s algorithm) was first developed by Stuart Lloyd

1976

K-means clustering algorithm was applied by Harrison D. and Rubinfeld D.L. to study
house market data [40]

1987

Partitioning Around Medoids Clustering was introduced by Kaufman and Rousseeuw

1992

Modified relocation algorithms and modified agglomerative hierarchical algorithms
were developed by Ferligoj and Batagelj

1996

Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) was proposed
[44]

1996

A method called Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies
(BIRCH) was invented [48]

2002

Clustering was used for recommender systems on E-commerce websites [30]

2003

Distance-based methods of hierarchical clustering were used to analyze gene expression data [47]

2005

Netflix used DBSCAN to determine their servers performing significantly slower than
the others.

2016

K-means and Hierarchical Cluster Analysis methods were applied to end-stage renal
disease patients to identify clusters [46]

Current Stage: Early research on Cluster Analysis began six decades ago, when the K-means clustering
algorithm was proposed in 1957. As one of the most popular unsupervised learning technique, cluster
analysis is widely used for anomaly detection and recommender systems, thus is placed in the application
stage.
Bottleneck:
• The solutions for Cluster Analysis can be non-unique and often depend on the analyst’s choices.
• Cluster analysis is sensitive to scales (K-means) and can sometimes be unreliable (hierarchical method).
• Clustering analysis always assumes that the groups exist, which could be a weak or false assumption.
• The efficiency of unsupervised learning is still relatively low compared with supervised learning.
Future:
• Cluster Analysis might serve as a “first step” technique when turned into applications in the future [30].
“Post-cluster” techniques that can help reduce errors may be derived, such that Cluster Analysis can be
more reliable, stable and applicable to more industries.
• As supervised learning techniques especially neural networks are very well developed in recent years,
researchers started to pay attention to the development of unsupervised learning techniques to reduce
the usage and requirements of labelled data.
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3.3.9 Association Rule Learning
Association Rule Learning is to learn and discover meaningful relations between variables in large databases. It is good at market basket analysis, and can also be widely used in various fields including intrusion detection, search engine optimization (SEO), and bioinformatics. Popular algorithms that can do
Association Rule Learning are the Apriori algorithm, FP-Growth/FP-tree (Frequent Pattern mining), Eclat
algorithm, AIS algorithm, SETM algorithm, and sequential pattern mining.
Major Events:
Year

Details

1966

The concept of Association Rules emerged from the work of Petr Hájek et al

1989

Early use of minimum support and confidence to find association rules (by Circa)

1993

The concept of Association Rules was popularized by Agrawal et al.

1994

Apriori algorithm was proposed by Agrawal et al. [34]

Current Stage: Association Rule Learning/Mining is usually applied in various databases in order to
detect potential relationships among the data. It is placed in the application stage, as it was applied to
market basket analysis a long time ago, ever since the story of “Beer & Diapers”. Other application areas
include SEO, intrusion detection, production, and health informatics.
Bottleneck: It t needs sufficient data to discover the rules. In the real world, it is not easy to get full access
to the data required, while biased data will easily mislead the results. Finding the appropriate parameter
settings of the mining algorithm can be difficult, and sometimes it may generates too many useless rules.
Future: The technique technique may be incorporated with other learning technologies and could see
further evolution based on big data. Powered by big data and deep learning, more interesting rules could
be discovered.

3.3.10 Recommender Systems
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Recommender systems (RS) mainly refer to the technology of applying collaborative intelligence to make
recommendations. The two mainstream types of RS are content-based RS and collaborative filtering.
knowledge-based RS, including ontology-based and case-based RS, is a special type of RS which puts
more focus on knowledge representations and reasoning.
History:
Stages
Scientific
findings
Research

Laboratory
feasibility

Years
1985

“An architecture for large scale in-formation systems”
[76] was pub-lished which lays a foundation for RS

1988

“A rule-based message filtering system” [77] was
published which described an early filtering system

1990

MAFIA (a mail-filter agent) was demonstrated

1992

Tapestry (the first collaborative filtering system) was
developed

1992/1994

Engineering

Details

Grouplens was established, and it built the first recommender system, which utilized rating data

1997

Project of Movielens (the first movie recommender
system) was launched

1997

Fab RS combined collaborative and content-based
filtering system

1998

“Empirical Analysis of Predictive Algorithms for Collaborative
Filtering” by John Breese demonstrated evaluations of user-based collaborative filtering [75]

1998

Amazon proposed item-based collaborative filtering

Commercial
introduction
or operational
use

1999

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) was proposed by Thomas Hofmann

2000

Pandora began music genome project

2002

Last.fm started to use Audioscrobbler to generate user
taste profile on music

Widespread
adoption

2006-2010

Netflix Prize: Latent Factor Models (SVD, RSVD, NSVD,
SVD++) and Temporal Dynamic Collaborative Filtering
were developed

Operating
prototype

Application

2007
Diffusion to
other areas

2000s &
2010s

ACM’s RecSys conference started
More areas started to use recommender systems

Current Stage: The various existing applications of RS have led us to classify RS into the application
stage. It is not classified into the social impact stage as there still exists unsolved problems of RS, and
many people may not even know of the existence of RS. However, the applications of RS are wide, and
through multiple media and industries, its impact is increasing day by day; thus, we believe that RS is
quickly moving towards the social impact stage.
Bottleneck: The main bottleneck of RS is regarding the trade-offs: It is easy to limit people within a niche
area as recommendations become increasingly specific. The adjustment of percentage for the freshness
measurement is a tricky part, and the problem between better recommendations and privacy protection
needs to be balanced.
Future:
• There may be more human-like recommendations, mimicking ones given by a friend.
• The application areas for RS are growing fast and more will be on the way.
• A 360° RS will be ideal: Recommendations are not limited to a single area, but can integrate every
aspect of a person to give more helpful/meaningful recommendations.
Conference: Recommender Systems Conference (RecSys)
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3.4 Communicating, Perceiving, and Acting
Communicating, perceiving and acting are three key abilities of modern AI, and we will cover three domains
of technologies in accordance to those capabilities/applications here: Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Computer Vision, and Robotics. Under the category of NLP, we will cover Information Retrieval,
Text Mining/Classification, Information Extraction, Machine Translation, and Speech Recognition. The
annual meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) is one of the top conferences in
this area.

3.4.1 Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval (IR) is the task of retrieving information based on users’ queries. Popular models
include Boolean models, vector space models, probabilistic models, and language models. The most
typical and popular application of IR is in search engines.

Current Stage: We place IR into the social impact stage, due to its enormous popularity and profound
influence in everyday life through applications such as search engines — a background technology in
the Internet era used by every cyber citizen.
Bottleneck: The access to databases and information is separated/limited within different companies,
organizations or alliances.
Future:
• A high level of semantic understanding of the retrieval query/needs can be achieved, so that users do
not need to think much about the phrases they input.
• Unbounded access to all existing databases/information to form a unified IR system/search engine can
be expected.
• There may be more intelligent ways to present query results instead of simply showing a ranked list.
• Integration of other techniques, such as robotics and speech recognition can be anticipated. (A recent
example is the IRGAN [27] which applied Generative Adversarial Networks for Information Retrieval)
Conferences:
• Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval (SIGIR)
• European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR)
• Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM)
• Text REtrieval Conference (TREC)
• NII Testbeds and Community for Information access Research (NTCIR)
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History
Stages

Years

Details

1948

Univac (one of the earliest computer-based searching systems)
was built

1950

First citation of “Information Retrieval” (Calvin Mooers) [78]

1959

Hans Peter Luhn published “Auto-encoding of documents for
information retrieval” [79]

1960

Melvin Earl (Bill) Maron and J. L. Kuhns published “On relevance,
probabilistic indexing, and information retrieval” [80]

1962

Evaluation models for IR was built (“Report on the Testing and
Analysis of an Investigation into the Comparative Efficiency of
Indexing Systems”[81] by Cyril W. Cleverdon)

1963/1964

MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System),
the “first major machine-readable database and batch retrieval
system” was built

1960s

The SMART Information Retrieval System, developed at Cornell
University, brought up lots of important concepts in the field of
IR, including vector space model, relevance feedback, Rocchio’s model, etc.

1968

The vector model was formally published (“Some Mathematics
of Information Storage and Retrieval...” by J. W. Sammon)

1969

Visualization interface of IR system was proposed by Sammon's
"A nonlinear mapping for data structure analysis" [82]

1971

MEDLINE (online version of MEDLARS) became available

1972

TF-IDF was introduced by Luhn & Sparck Jones

1975

Three papers by Salton were published: 1.A Theory of Indexing
[83], 2.A theory of term importance in automatic text analysis
[84], 3.A vector space model for automatic indexing [85]

1978

The first ACM SIGIR conference is held.

1979

IR started to focus on probabilistic models affected by Van
Rijsbergen;

Research

Engineering

Porter stemmer was introduced

Application

Social Impact

1988

Latent semantic structure used for IR was patented

1989

The birth of the World Wide Web (Tim Berners-Lee at CERN)

1990s

BM25 by Stephen E. Robertson

1992

First TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) was hosted

1992

A general idea of learn2rank was introduced by Norbert Fuhr

1996

PageRank (used for Google’s search algorithm) was developed
by Larry Page and Sergey Brin

1998

Language model started to be used for IR

2000s

Search Engines began to be widely used across different platforms; efforts of research started to move towards more accurate
QA systems

2013

word2vec was developed by researchers at Google
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3.4.2 Text Mining/Classification
The “Text Mining” here refers mostly to text classification, and this technique is used for understanding,
organizing and categorizing structured or unstructured text documents. It uses models such as Bag of
Words (BOWs) model, Language models (ngram), and topic models. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
is usually used for Part of Speech tagging (POS). Syntactic analysis, sentiment analysis, and spam detection are the main tasks it covers.
Major Events:
Year

Details

1954

An early reference to the BOWs model

1955

Emergence of the language model

mid-1980s

Hidden Markov Models saw use to disambiguate POS

1990s

Text analytics first emerged as “text data mining” or just “text mining”

1998

Latent Semantic Indexing model emerged

1999

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) was created by Thomas Hofmann

2002

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) was developed by Andrew Ng et al

2016

Facebook research team developed a library called fastText, used for fast text
representation and classification

Current Stage: We classify this technology into the application stage, as there are various applications
which already incorporate sentiment analysis or spam detection technology based on text mining [45].
The use of text mining techniques is also applied in the development of robo-advisors and customer
experience improvement applications.
Bottleneck: The existence of ambiguity and biased data are possible bottlenecks in the field of text
mining and classification.
Future: Integration of the technology with others such as speech recognition, information extraction, and
robotics for more advanced intelligent agents is one possible development direction.

3.4.3 Information Extraction
Information/Data Extraction is the technology that extracts structured information from unstructured or
semi-structured documents. There are two parts of Information Extraction: Name Entity Recognition, which
targets to identify and classify real-world famous entities, and Relation Extraction, which targets semantic
relations between entities. Probabilistic models/classifiers can help with these kinds of tasks.
Current Stage: We consider Information Extraction to be in the application stage, since the technology
already sees usage in daily life. Its applications include extracting structural product information or medical information, and tracking parcels through scanning corresponding bar codes.
Bottleneck: The development of related technologies such as Computer Vision and Machine Translation
will also affect the development of Information Extraction.
Future: Technology capable of extracting information from the real world in real time, similar to an advanced version of the newly released Google Lens, can be expected.
Conference: Message Understanding Conferences (MUC)
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3.4.4 Machine Translation
Machine translation (MT) utilizes the power of machines to perform “automatic translation of text from one
natural language (the source language) to another (the target language)” [1]. In general. there are three
types of machine translation methods: Rule based machine translation (RBMT), Statistical machine translation (SMT), and Neural machine translation (NMT).
History
Stages

Research

Years
1949

Warren Weaver proposed the idea of machine translation

1954

IBM-701 demonstrated the possibility of machine translation

late 1950s,
early 1960s

Semantic nets for machine translation was designed by Margaret
Masterman et al.

1976

The TAUM-MÉTÉO system, developed at the University of Montréal, became a milestone of Machine Translation for its good
performance with translation.

1993

Statistic approaches applied to Machine Translation were initiated
by Brown & Della Pietra

Engineering

Koehn raised the phrase-based translation model;
2003

Application

Details

Yoshua Bengio’s group developed a language model based on
neural networks [86]

2005

David Chang raised the idea of hierarchical phrase-based translation

2006

Google Translate was launched

2009

ViaVoice Translator was developed by IBM

2013/2014

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) was developed by different
groups of researchers; Attention mechanism started to be used
for NMT

2017

Unsupervised Machine Translation that use monolingual corpora
only was proposed by Guillaume et al. from Facebook AI Research group.

Current Stage: Machine Translation is one area of application which has seen a great deal of development.
Although it has made significant progress recently, its results still cannot compare with professional human
interpreters. Thus, we have placed it in the application stage for the time being. However, we believe it
will reach the social impact stage in the near future, thanks to the advancement in areas such as big data,
cloud computing, and deep learning.
Bottleneck:
• Translation of jargon, argot, etc. could be a problem under certain situations (the out-of-vocabulary
problem).
• Machine Translation in professional areas (e.g.medical fields) usually does not perform well.
• Ambiguity and “formedness” are difficult for a machine to understand
Future:
• Current development of neural machine translation is very promising. Not only is it able to achieve good
performance, but also has the potential to enable zero-shot translation/transfer learning.
• Real-time interpretation, similar to a human translator, should be the future direction of development for
most consumers or researchers looking forward
Conference: Conference on Machine Translation (WMT)
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3.4.5 Speech Recognition
Speech Recognition is the technology that can recognize and transform voice (spoken language) into its
corresponding text. Doing the reverse task (Text-to-Speech, or TTS) is also a similar study in this area.
Key technologies for earlier speech recognition are Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW). Afterwards, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was raised and widely used for speech recognition for a long period of time. Recently, with the development of neural network techniques, LSTM
started to be used for speech recognition and achieved remarkable performance.
Current Stage: Similar to Machine Translation, we believe Speech Recognition has been in the stage of
application for a long time. In recent years, thanks to the fast development of big data and deep learning
techniques, it has made much progress, and is very close to reaching the stage of social impact.
Bottleneck:
• Voiceprint Recognition and the “cocktail party effect” are still challenges in this area.
• Modern Speech Recognition systems rely heavily on the cloud for good performance, and might not
function well once they go offline.
Future:
• Speech Recognition is expected to identify the voiceprint more accurately under various environments,
perform locally as well as in the cloud, and integrate into more industries.
• With the development of word embedding techniques, semantic understanding may be integrated
seamlessly into speech recognition
Conferences:
• SpeechTEK
• Automatic Speech Recognition and Understanding (IEEE ASRU)
• International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP)
• Spoken Language Technology (SLT)
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History
Stages

Research

Engineering

Application

Years

Details

1930s

Speech analysis-synthesis system model was pro-posed by Bell
Laboratories (Homer Dudley)

1952

A team at Bell Labs built a system for the recognition of spoken
digits called the Audrey (with a vocabulary of around 10 words)

1960

Source–filter model of speech production was developed by
Gunnar Fant

1962

Shoebox by IBM (vocabulary of 16 words in English) was
demonstrated at the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair.

late 1960s

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was invented by Soviet researchers (vocabulary of 200 words)

1971–1976

DARPA funded five years of speech recognition research with a
goal of extending a system’s vocabulary to 1000 words. CMU’s
Harpy achieved the goal, with a vocabulary of 1011 words.

early 1980s

The Hidden Markov model (HMM) began to be used for Speech
Recognition

Mid 1980s

IBM’s Tangora achieved a vocabulary of 20,000 spoken words

1987

Katz’s back-off model (a generative n-gram language model) was
developed

1990

Dragon Dictate (the first speech recognition consumer product)
was launched

1993

Sphinx-II (the first large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition system) was developed by Xuedong Huang

1996

BellSouth developed the first voice portal called VAL, which is a
dial-in interactive voice recognition system

1997

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) was developed by Jürgen
Schmidhuber

2002

Microsoft started to integrate Speech Recognition into their products

2007

Google launched GOOG-411 service

2008

Google introduced its Voice Search app for the iPhone

2009

Deep Feedforward Neural Network for acoustic modeling was
introduced by Geoffrey Hinton, Li Deng, Dong Yu etc. (UT, Microsoft, Google, IBM), significantly improving the accuracy .

2010

Google introduced “personalized recognition” to Voice Search on
Android phones, allowing it to record voices of different users

2011

Apple introduced Siri

2012

Google introduced Google Now

2014

Microsoft announced Cortana

2014

Amazon announced the Echo (powered by Alexa)

2016

Google announced Google Assistant
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3.4.6 Computer Vision
Computer Vision (CV) is the ability of a machine to perceive its environment. Classic tasks which fall into
this category of technology include the formation, processing, extraction, and 3D inferences of images
by intelligent agents. Recognition of objects and faces are also important fields of study.
History
Stages

Research

Engineering

Application

Years

Details

1959

Cat experiment was conducted by Hubel & Wiesel (in order to
inspect “how does vision work”)

1963

Precursor of Computer Vision, Larry Roberts was trying to extract
3D geometric information in his Ph.D. dissertation of the “Block
World.”

1966

The “Summer Vision” project, widely considered the birth of computer vision, was initiated.

1970s (1977)

The book “Vision” by David Marr influenced and inspired a
generation of researchers in this area, hinting at the idea of
looking at images in “layers.”

1980s

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology starts to see
use in industrial applications.

2001

Face detection work started by Viola & Jones; The focus of CV
shifts, from modeling the 3D shape of the object, to recognizing
what the object is.

2009

ImageNet was established

2012

AlexNet won the ImageNet competition

2015

Google Cloud Vision API [18] opens

Current Stage: Computer Vision has seen use in a number of applications currently, indicating its accomplishments and leading us to place it in the application stage. With the development of deep learning,
machines can even outperform humans in certain instances. However, there is still a long way to go before
the technology reaches the social impact stage: when a machine can perform at the same level (perceive
all relevant aspects of its environment) as humans in all situations.
Bottleneck:
• The amount of data required for CV tasks is usually larger than any other types of work, due to the
nature of CV.
• Fuzzy attribute extraction/recognition with low detail is still difficult for a machine to deal with, when
compared with human performance.
Future:
• The development of one/zero-shot learning might help the field of CV to evolve substantially towards a
more capable state without the requirements big data
• Identifying the implication behind the scene based on recognized objects/humans is one direction of
the CV development
• Integration of robotics (e.g. autonomous vehicles, SLAM techniques) and even human bodies with CV
is definitely in the future
Conferences:
• Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR)
• International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV)
• European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV)
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3.4.7 Robotics
The study of Robotics “deals with the design, construction, operation, and application of robots, as well as
computer systems for their control, sensory feedback, and information processing.” [25] Robots can be subdivided into two different types: stationary and mobile. Stationary robots typically find use in industrial production (such as assembly lines). Popular mobile robotic applications include freight robots, aerial robots and
autonomous vehicles. A robot requires coordination between various parts and systems in order to work optimally: Hardware, including sensors, reactors, and controllers and software capable of perception such as
localization, mapping, and object recognition. Most technologies covered in previous sections can be realized
and integrated into the field of Robotics, which has served as one of the earliest ultimate goals of Artificial Intelligence.
History
Stages
Research

Engineering

Years

Details

1920

The term “Robot” was coined by artist Josef Capek and introduced to the public in a play written by his brother, Karel Capek.

1941

The “Three Laws of Robotics” was raised by Isaac Asimov

1948

“Turtle”, built by William Grey Walter, was consid-ered the first
autonomous mobile robot

1954

The first programmable robot - “arm” was invented by George
Devol and Joe Engleberger; the robot was sold to GM (General
Motors) in 1961

1960s

The “Johns Hopkins Beast” mobile “pre-robot” was built.

late 1960s

Application

Social Impact

“Shakey” (the first general-purpose mobile robot) was developed by SRI

1961

The first industrial robot, “Unimate”, was installed by GM on the
assembly line

1970s

Stanford Cart (Moravec) [19], an early autonomous car was constructed

1990

iRobot, one of the most successful commercial robotic vacuum
company was founded

1995

NavLab 5, an autonomous Pontiac Trans Sport minivan adapted
by CMU, finished a 3 100 mile trip.

1997

Mars Pathfinder (a NASA mission consisting of a stationary lander and a mobile rover) successfully landed on Mars.

2004

DARPA Ground Challenge for autonomous vehicles started

2005

STANLEY won the DARPA challenge, finishing a 132-mile trip

2007

The KR titan (“the world’s largest and strongest 6-axis industrial
robot”) was launched by Kuka and achieved a Guinness World
Record as the world’s strongest robot. [37]

2009

Google started a project to build a self-driving car [39]

2016

YuMi (“world’s first truly collaborative, industrial robot”) was developed by ABB [36]

2017

The robot “Sophia” became a Saudi Arabian citizen, which is the
first robot to receive citizenship of any country.

Current Stage: Since the term “robot” was invented in the last century, plenty of robots have been designed for manufacturing usage. Industrial robots are the fastest growing application area, and they advanced the field to the application stage during the 1980s. Thanks to the contributions made by companies like Yaskawa, Fanuc, ABB, and Kuka, we have identified the field of Robotics to have been in the
social impact stage since the 2000s, when various industrial robots dominated assembly lines. In addition,
soft robotics are also widely used in many industries, e.g., assisting surgery in medical industry and automated underwriting process in financial industry.
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Bottleneck:
• Designing and creating robots requires a relatively high investment
• Robots are usually industry-based, and most robots can work only within the industry that they are
designed for
• Regulations and the “robot threat theory” may limit the development of robotics
Future:
• There will be fully autonomous cars (level 5 on the SAE scale, defined as “full driving automation.”).
• We may expect robots that are able to do multiple types of work instead of just focusing on one particular area
• There may be humanoid robots that cannot be distinguished by human beings (e.g. the ones developed
by Hanson Robotics). For instance, robots that can serve as real humans and help people do housework,
or robots which can play a role in movies as actors.
Conferences:
• International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA)
• International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS)
• Conference on Automation Science and Engineering (CASE)
• Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS)
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4.0 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
In summary, research frontiers have gradually transferred from the field of search, knowledge, and reasoning, to machine learning, deep learning, computer vision, and robotics. Most of the early technologies
are at least in the application stages, and some of them have already seen social impact. Some of the
newly developed technologies may still be in the stage of engineering or even research, but we can see
that the velocity of transitioning between stages have become faster as time goes by. Thus, we may see
more technologies put into application in the near future. It is impossible to cover every area in the report,
and there will inevitably be more technologies emerging in the future. A new R&D race is on, with the
United States and China currently in the lead, dominating the AI landscape [35]. Europe is falling behind,
while other countries, including Canada, are trying to catch up in the race.
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